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ABSTRACT

Inheritance has long been a central battleground in efforts to expand the role of Islamic doctrine in Indonesia, and the extent to which state law enforces Islamic inheritance as opposed to indigenous customary rules has generally been regarded as a key measure of the place of Islamic doctrine within the Indonesian legal system. Advocates for broader enforcement of Islamic law achieved a major victory in the contest for inheritance in 1989 when Indonesian Muslims were allowed a choice of having inheritance matters decided either by Islamic tribunals according to Islamic law or by civil courts based on custom. In 2006 the goal of making Islamic rules the sole basis for determining inheritance for Muslims was finally realized when the Islamic courts were given exclusive jurisdiction over Muslim inheritance.

Studies of contemporary Islamization movements often focus on whether Islamic law is being enforced without giving sufficient attention to the content of the law. An examination of decisions by Indonesian Islamic courts shows that over the past two decades there have been major reforms in Indonesian Islamic inheritance. The changes incorporate principles widely recognized in Indonesian customary inheritance and therefore narrow the difference between the Islamic system and custom. The reforms also go further in transforming the foundations of Islamic inheritance than changes elsewhere in the Muslim world, and challenge common understandings about the limits of doctrinal change in Islamic law and the boundaries of the Islamic legal tradition.
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